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How can baladi challenge

YOU?

When i started, i found Egyptian baladi music hard to understand,. 

I thought it sounded a little crazy compared with other belly dance tunes I

was working with....

There was something raw and unpredictable to it, and definitely foreign.

Now I find it more predictable - not in a boring way, but in a familiar way.

This illustrates how culture and familiarity can really affect our perceptions.

Baladi rewarded me… but only after baladi CHALLENGED me.

- Ranya Renée
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BUILD YOUR PERSONAL BALADI

INNER BODY FOCUS 

Bringing the mind into the body 

(like "turning off the mind," but with a positive, empowered focus)

Conceptually activate the lower centers: Put your brain into your pelvis!

Breathing into the lower centers, to calm the critical mind and move

attention lower, from seeing into being 

Physical anchor: pelvic floor engagement and tethering

Physical grounding through feet and legs, activating muscles 

Concept to internalize: These movements are normal to me and natural

to my body... rather than over-focus on playing a character

Connecting the face and body, so they are united in their message...

Don’t separate the face by letting it "comment" on the body 

Drawing the music from within the body, letting the music arise within

yourself - so it's a part of you

Humming: replacing the mental loop and enhancing physical vibration

of the music in yourself
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OUTER BODY & SPACE FOCUS  

Directing the energy from inside to outside

ourselves. and to include others

As the energy flows inside yourself, you can also consciously direct it

around yourself, and from inside to outside yourself.

Physical energy management: arms and hands containing the energy,

directing it

Breathing to feel the flow and suspense of the music and power of the

performer

Drawing the music with the body in the space (including "energy

tampon" as drawing tool!)

Painting the space with the breath to spread your energy around

Fountain your energy by activating lower centers and sending impulse

up the body out the crown of the head to connect with the universe,

and through your face to connect with other people

Draw energy in through you, pulling the energy of the space or the

universe down into yourself and into the ground, and the energy of

other people through yourself in the same way: 

Ground the energy like a lightning rod into the earth (use "tethering" of

pelvic floor as you do this)
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CONTINUITY & FLOW
Start low: pen in the pelvic floor drawing circles and 8s

Oscillations in the body (like shimmies, or shifting weight back and forth)

Forward motion in the music and in the body

Rhythmic continuity - establish a new rhythm in your body and for the

audience, then refocus on the melody when the drum is established

and steady

Melodic continuity - prioritize this, follow it, draw it with your body ; try to

be in it rather than on top of it... Allow space

When you reach your "Boring Point,", don't try to escape, stay with it past

the time you reach that point. Be with yourself, and be patient with

yourself

Principle of "Muscular Handoff" - "pass the baton" from one part of the

body to another without dropping it to keep bodily focus

Getting the audience’s attention

Keeping the audience’s attention and leading them around, influencing

the air of the room 

Eye focus - humans watch eyes... so stay conscious of keeping your

eyes up, not letting them drop accidentally

Breathing focus - keep your breathing consistent to keep attention 

Getting what YOU want through their attention (flow=currency!)
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WORKING THE CAMERA FOR BALADI

Who is the audience?

What do we want from them?

What kind of energy are we working with for each section?

How can we guide the energy of the audience through the different

parts of the taqasim baladi?

How can we imagine or simulate the different sections of an audience

(front, sides, back) when we are only working with one camera lens and

dancing in a physical space where the audience is NOT physically

present?

What is our relationship to the camera for different sections? 

How does that relationship change over the course of the taqasim

baladi?

Tip: Refer to the Breathwork and Baladi program for practice working

with the breath and energy during the taqasim baladi.

Video training REFERENCE
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PERSONALITY AND YOUR INNER CHANNEL: 

Questions to ask yourself, PART 1

Answer in your own voice.

What areas of my body are physically most developed (muscles,

tone, conscious flexibility)?

What centers of my body's energy are most developed (use the

seven chakras from yoga as a reference point if you wish)?

What zones of eye contact am I more comfortable with?

Do I tend to be more warm or more cool in my energetic presence?

Do I tend to be more sharply focused or more spread out in my

energetic presence?

Do I tend to be more internally directed or more externally directed

in my energetic presence?

Am I more extroverted or more introverted? 

What percent of each in "real life"? 

What percent of each in performance?
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worksheet
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PERSONALITY AND YOUR INNER CHANNEL: 

Questions to ask yourself, PART 2

Answer in your own voice.

PUSH: In relating to the audience, do I push outward into them

more, or retreat inward away from them more?

What percentage of the time for each (pushing outward/retreating

inward)?

PULL: In relating to the audience, do I pull them in more, or do they

pull me towards them more?

What percentage of the time for each (pulling them in, them pulling

me)?

What are the differences between how I feel inside and how others

see me when I’m dancing?
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Thinking about your past performances....

6. If you have general dance performance experience, how does this

push-pull relationship change over the course of a performance of

yours?

7. If you have EGYPTIAN BALADI performance experience, how does

this push-pull relationship change over the course of your

performance?

worksheet
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